Photonic crystal enhanced fluorescence immunoassay on diatom biosilica.
Fluorescence biosensing is one of the most established biosensing methods, particularly fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy. These are two highly sensitive techniques but require high-grade electronics and optics to achieve the desired sensitivity. Efforts have been made to implement these methods using consumer grade electronics and simple optical setups for applications such as point-of-care diagnostics, but the sensitivity inherently suffers. Sensing substrates, capable of enhancing fluorescence are thus needed to achieve high sensitivity for such applications. In this paper, we demonstrate a photonic crystal-enhanced fluorescence immunoassay biosensor using diatom biosilica, which consists of silica frustules with sub-100 nm periodic pores. Utilizing the enhanced local optical field, the Purcell effect and increased surface area from the diatom photonic crystals, we create ultrasensitive immunoassay biosensors that can significantly enhance fluorescence spectroscopy as well as fluorescence imaging. Using standard antibody-antigen-labeled antibody immunoassay protocol, we experimentally achieved 100× and 10× better detection limit with fluorescence spectroscopy and fluorescence imaging respectively. The limit of detection of the mouse IgG goes down to 10-16 M (14 fg/mL) and 10-15 M (140 fg/mL) for the two respective detection modalities, virtually sensing a single mouse IgG molecule on each diatom frustule. The effectively enhanced fluorescence imaging in conjunction with the simple hot-spot counting analysis method used in this paper proves the great potential of diatom fluorescence immunoassay for point-of-care biosensing.